U.S.S. Ganymede – August 4, 1998

CdrSpicer:
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>

SO_Sulla:
@::failing, waiting for right time to pop my chute::

FCO_Vid:
$::Chute opens::

CEO_Tal:
$::gliding through the night::

CSO_Paldn:
@::gathering team into a jump ring::

CNS_Warke:
@::falling::

TACSirach:
$::trying to remember what to do next::

XO_Louis:
:: On Ganymede monitoring both teams ::

CTO_Cain:
@::enjoying the glide in the chute::

CO_Olbrun:
@::simply waiting to see what will happen next- she's got this fear of falling like this::

ENGBishop:
$::falling trough the air::

FCO_Vid:
$::As I grab for the handle of the steering shroud it snaps::

CMO_Clark:
$::closes eyes and hope for the best::

OPS_Rhian:
@::trying to visually scan the surface::

TACSirach:
$::pulls cord for parachute::

CMO_Clark:
$::checks bearings on tricorder::

CdrSpicer:
$::grimly falling through the dark silence::

ENGBishop:
$::pulls rip cord::

FCO_Vid:
$::Part of the cable rips the chute the other smacks my arm::

TACSirach:
$::happy parachute opened...falling to the ground::

FCO_Vid:
$::I can feel the blood running down my arm and then the pain::

CNS_Warke:
@::pulls rip cord::

CEO_Tal:
$::pushes the envelop before pulling the cord::

SO_Sulla:
::pulls ripcord at proper time and executes a textbook PLF::

CMO_Clark:
$::follows suit and pulls rip cord for landing::

CSO_Paldn:
@::gives signal, pulls chute::

FCO_Vid:
$::I grab for my knife and cut the chute harness from me::

CdrSpicer:
$::landing and feeling that something is not right::

TACSirach:
$::landing and checking self over::

ENGBishop:
$::lands and disconnects harness's::

SO_Sulla:
@::gathering up chute and breaking out of the harness::

CTO_Cain:
@::Lands safely, packs up chute and hides it::

CSO_Paldn:
@::lands and looks around::

CO_Olbrun:
@::pulls the ripcord, and landing next to Sulla, hitting the ground rather unceremoniously::

TACSirach:
$ ::cuts harness off::

CMO_Clark:
$::lands without incident and checks to see where everyone is::

FCO_Vid:
$::I pull the ripcord of the backup chute as I speed toward the ground::

CdrSpicer:
$::lying in the dark, biting lip::   Mmmmm.....this wasn't in the plan....

CEO_Tal:
$::lands - checks equipment::

CdrSpicer:
$::passing out::

TACSirach:
$ ::looks for other crewmembers::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: gather the chutes and hide them in the underbrush

CMO_Clark:
$::retracts chute into casing::

CNS_Warke:
@::lands and cuts the harness off with a knife::

ENGBishop:
$::finds rest of team::

OPS_Rhian:
@::lands, quickly rolls up chute...brings to bear assault pulse rifle::

TACSirach:
$ ::notices Spicer::

SO_Sulla:
@::rifle out, flips tricorder open, passive scans only::

CO_Olbrun:
@::shrugs out of her harness, and gathers her chute, following Paladine's orders.::

FCO_Vid:
$:: It opens and I land hard::

TACSirach:
$ ::runs over to check Spicer::

CEO_Tal:
$:: packs up chute and search for other crew members::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: hide chutes in the underbrush

CTO_Cain:
@::Hid chute and walks to Commander Paladine::

OPS_Rhian:
@::looks around for rest of team::

CMO_Clark:
$::goes over to Spicer to check on problem::

TACSirach:
$ ::looks for Clark::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she pulls out the padd she stashed during the jump::

CNS_Warke:
@::rolls up chute and hides it in underbrush::

SO_Sulla:
@::hides chute::

CNS_Warke:
@::walks to Paladine::

FCO_Vid:
$::As I roll I can feel the bone snap altogether::

CMO_Clark:
$::Scans for Spicer's injury::

ENGBishop:
$ Tal: should I gather the chutes and vaporize them to avoid detection?

CSO_Paldn:
@All: all present?

CEO_Tal:
$Bishop: Good idea.

CTO_Cain:
@Paladine: Here sir

ENGBishop:
$Gathers chutes and vaporizes them::

TACSirach:
$ Tal: Spicer appears to be injured

OPS_Rhian:
@::moves towards group...smell of burnt vegetation::

FCO_Vid:
$Ceo Tal:Sir I believe I've broken my arm I need medical assistance please:

SO_Sulla:
@::looking for Sky, moves towards him::

CSO_Paldn:
@all: use tricorders , check for landmines

CEO_Tal:
$Sirach: have the doctor look at it.

CTO_Cain:
@::gets out tricorder and scans for mines::

CO_Olbrun:
@::keeps the padd out as she pulls out her tricorder and flips it open::

TACSirach:
$ Tal: already did...Clark is looking Spicer over right now

CMO_Clark:
$CEO: Spicer has a compound fracture and can't walk.

OPS_Rhian:
@::opens tricorder...scans for energy signatures::

CdrSpicer:
$::silently bleeding::

CSO_Paldn:
@::gathers team in a unit::

SO_Sulla:
Sky:Recommend passive scans only, sir.  The outpost might detect active scans.

CEO_Tal:
$CMO: Can you fix it?

CSO_Paldn:
@Sulla: agreed

CMO_Clark:
$::stops Spicer's internal bleeding::

FCO_Vid:
$CMO Clark: I have a fractured arm:

SO_Sulla:
@::keeping an eye on tricorder readings, other eye on surroundings::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: walk single file and crouched, rifles out

TACSirach:
$ Clark: Do you need assistance?

SO_Sulla:
@Sky: Do you wish me to take point?

CO_Olbrun:
@::smiles slightly at this instruction, makes a note, and then follows Sky's orders::

CNS_Warke:
$::heads toward Tal::

OPS_Rhian:
[OPS_Rhian] @Paldine:  I'll take point.

CMO_Clark:
$TAC: I don't think so.  I will need to consult my manuals a little

CdrSpicer:
$::unconscious and pale in the darkness::

CSO_Paldn:
@Sulla: yes point, Cain rear

FCO_Vid:
$Sirach:Need some help here with my arm:

CEO_Tal:
$All: Is everyone else ok.

CMO_Clark:
$::gives Spicer a tranquilizer ::

TACSirach:
$ ::runs over to Vid::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  Aye sir.

CSO_Paldn:
@All: single file to hide our numbers and avoid mines

SO_Sulla:
@Sky: Aye, sir. ::links tricorder to feed to holo sight on rifle so I can see readouts::

TACSirach:
$ Vid: How does it feel?

CTO_Cain:
@::Takes rear::

OPS_Rhian:
@::falls in line::

XO_Louis:
:: Notices that Spicer is hurt and notifies the Star Fleet training center ::

CO_Olbrun:
@::feels a bit like a Sand Person with the order to walk single file to hide the numbers of the team::

FCO_Vid:
$Sirach:Not good but it may do well to immobilize it:

CSO_Paldn:
@All: slow and watch for trip wires::

CMO_Clark:
$::Calls Ganymede for emergency beam out to med lab::

CO_Olbrun:
@::makes a note- gives too many orders::

TACSirach:
$ ::takes out emergency med kit and helps Vid::

CNS_Warke:
$::reaches Tal and the others::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: move out

SO_Sulla:
@::heading slowly towards location of outpost, rifle at should, pointing it where I am looking, watching readouts and checking for tripwires::

FCO_Vid:
$Sirach:Thanks:

XO_Louis (Sound - Transporter.wav):
*Sick Bay* Emergency transport for Spicer, energize.

OPS_Rhian:
!XO_Louis Transporter.wav _10<- snagged with _11aget 0.86 _10for ViRC 1.00

CMO_Clark:
$TAC: Thanks Sirach.  I seem to be a little over my head on this mission

CdrSpicer:
ACTION: POOR COMMANDER SPICER IS BEAMED UP TO THE GANYMEDE'S SICK BAY FOR TREATMENT.

TACSirach:
$ Vid: lets just hope Clark gets finished with Spicer soon...I've taken a lot of medical classes...but never finished all my training

CSO_Paldn:
@::slow walk::

XO_Louis:
:: Receives orders from Star Fleet to replace Spicer and observe the team ::

TACSirach:
$ Clark: No problem

CTO_Cain:
@Sky: Should we send someone to scout the listening outpost sir

CSO_Paldn:
@Cain: no, we should stay as a unit

CTO_Cain:
@Aye.

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Sir Sirach has immobilized my fracture, I'll be able to continue on the mission:

XO_Louis:
:: Makes way to TR1 ::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: company halt

CEO_Tal:
$Vid: Acknowledged.

CTO_Cain:
@::Stops::

ENGBishop:
$::pulls out tricorder sets for passive scans for enemy devices::

TACSirach:
$ Tal: All the injured have been dealt with

SO_Sulla:
@Sky: Someone should watch the flanks, the Jem'Hadar use roving patrols. ::stops::

CSO_Paldn:
@Cain: climb the tree if you can and get a visual

CMO_Clark:
$::In sick bay sealing Spicer's fractures::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky: Aye sir.

CEO_Tal:
$*Paladine* Location and bearing please.

FCO_Vid:
$::joins up with the rest of the group::

CTO_Cain:
@::climbs tree very quickly::

CEO_Tal:
$Sirach: You take point.

CNS_Warke:
$::joins group::

XO_Louis (Sound - Transporter.wav):
:: Enters TR and grabs a tricorder and training phaser then energizes ::

OPS_Rhian:
!XO_Louis Transporter.wav _10<- snagged with _11aget 0.86 _10for ViRC 1.00

CO_Olbrun:
@::listening to the suggestions, and following what orders she has received....this is a rather eye-opening experience::

CdrSpicer:
ACTION: THREE VISIBLE JEM'HADAR ARE WALKING A PERIMETER AROUND THE BUILDING.

TACSirach:
$ Tal: acknowledged

CTO_Cain:
@::Climbs down::  Sky: Sir, 3 Jem'Hadar are walking the perimeter of the building.

XO_Louis:
$:: Shimmers and appears next to Tal::

CMO_Clark:
$::beams back to reality and joins up with Tal::

TACSirach:
$ ::starts walking::

CEO_Tal:
$Louis: Welcome abroad.

CSO_Paldn:
$~~~Cns, suggest radio silence~~~

FCO_Vid:
$CMO:will need to have my arm attended to when you have time:

CEO_Tal:
$ALL: Lets go

CSO_Paldn:
@All: move out, watch for snipers

FCO_Vid:
$::Follows Tal::

XO_Louis:
$Thanks Lt.: What is your status. :: Scans area for intruders ::

TACSirach:
$ ::starts walking::

CNS_Warke:
@Tal:I suggest radio silence

ENGBishop:
$::begins walking behind group::

CMO_Clark:
$FCO: ready now.  ::checks on FCO's arm::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  Should two or three of us try to silently take the guards out sir.

SO_Sulla:
@::moving out::

CNS_Warke:
~~~@Paladine:yes sir~~~

TACSirach:
$ ::walking low to the ground...watching very carefully::

CMO_Clark:
$FCO: what was the problem?

CEO_Tal:
$Louis: One crew member injured.

OPS_Rhian:
@::nods acknowledgement::

CEO_Tal:
$Louis: Vid.

FCO_Vid:
$CMO:Compund fracture:

XO_Louis:
$Tal: I am aware of Spicer’s injury, have you identified the target yet?

CSO_Paldn:
@All: lets wait until we make visual contact with the other unit, head for a hill

CTO_Cain:
@::takes up rear::

CMO_Clark:
$FCO: Your arm will heal fine, in the meantime you will have to wing it

SO_Sulla:
@::shifts course, headed for high ground::

CEO_Tal:
$Louis: Vid is injured also.

CO_Olbrun:
@::trudges along, with her padd in hand::

TACSirach:
$ Tal: I suggest we arm ourselves

XO_Louis:
$Tal, I got that too. Thank you.

FCO_Vid:
$CMO:affirmative:

CNS_Warke:
$Tal:yes that would be a good idea

CSO_Paldn:
@::passive scanning for mines and wires::

OPS_Rhian:
@::scanning area, listening::

CEO_Tal:
$ALL: Ready weapons

FCO_Vid:
$::begins Tricorder readings for mines etc.::

CEO_Tal:
$:: scan area ::

TACSirach:
$ ::gets a rifle phaser out..continues walking low to the ground::

CSO_Paldn:
@::moving::

OPS_Rhian:
@::hears "click"...motions to Sulla::

SO_Sulla:
@ALL: Tripwire... I am standing on it.

XO_Louis:
$Lt. Tal: Have you identified the target or contacted the other team yet?

CSO_Paldn:
@All: company halt

CO_Olbrun:
@::hears a barely audible click, and sucks in a breath::

FCO_Vid:
$::pulls phaser and sets for max stun::

CMO_Clark:
$::Checks med kit::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  Let me see if I can disarm it sir.

ENGBishop:
$::Sets rifle to high setting::

CSO_Paldn:
@Sulla: hold still

SO_Sulla:
@::looking at wire, trying to find mine/trap::

TACSirach:
$ ::notices something up ahead::

CSO_Paldn:
@Cain: analyze the wire first

TACSirach:
$ Tal: ::very quiet:: there appears to be something up ahead

CTO_Cain:
@Aye::  Analyzes wire::

FCO_Vid:
$::finds nothing on scan::

CSO_Paldn:
@Rhian: take the unit back meters and cover us

CNS_Warke:
$::following group::

CEO_Tal:
$Sirach: What do you see?

OPS_Rhian:
@::scanning for more Jem’Hadar::

CMO_Clark:
$::scans for non Jem’Hadar lifesigns::

XO_Louis:
$:: Quietly follows the group and observes ::

CSO_Paldn:
@::scanning wire::

TACSirach:
$Tal: I don't know...just seems restless...a little bit of motion ahead

SO_Sulla:
@:;looking for a rock or something to put on the wire, something heavy::

OPS_Rhian:
@Paldn:  Understood

CO_Olbrun:
@::she puts the padd away and pulls out her phaser rifle, ready to pummel some Jem’Hadar::

CEO_Tal:
$::Quietly : There are scouts ahead of us.

CSO_Paldn:
@All: look to the trees for snipers

OPS_Rhian:
@::motions to CO to follow::

CEO_Tal:
$ALL: Lets proceed around them.

FCO_Vid:
$::prepares for possible action::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  It seems to be hooked to an explosive device sir.

CSO_Paldn:
@Cain: can you disarm it?

CMO_Clark:
$CEO:::whispers::Aye

TACSirach:
$::prepares himself...changes direction to go around::

FCO_Vid:
$::begins to skirt around Jem’Hadar with group::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  I will try, I suggest you move the unit out of this area, about 200 meters should be a safe distance.

XO_Louis:
$:: Pulls phaser ::

CEO_Tal:
$ALL: I don’t want to be detected.

CMO_Clark:
$::Follows the group::

Kris:
ACTION: A THIN BEAM LANCES OUT FROM THE TREES AND JUST MISSES SIRACH'S HEAD.

CSO_Paldn:
@Cain: you have more experience than I do, good luck soldier

CTO_Cain:
@Sulla:  Don’t worry Ensign, I wont let you die.

CO_Olbrun:
@::she waits with the rest of the team, moving back away from Sulla::

FCO_Vid:
$::falls to ground for cover::

ENGBishop:
$::ducks behind a tree::

TACSirach:
$::jumps to the ground::

CMO_Clark:
$::dives to the ground::

CSO_Paldn:
@::moves back to the team::

CTO_Cain:
@::takes off cover to expose explosive and arming mechanism::

XO_Louis:
$:: Takes cover :: Tal: What is your priority here?

CNS_Warke:
::dives to ground::

FCO_Vid:
$::crawls behind rock and begins scan to find sniper::

TACSirach:
$::phaser in hand starts looking for source::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: lets cover them, look for a patrol::

XO_Louis:
$:: Looking for Tal to come up with a good command decision ::

CEO_Tal:
$Louis: the priority is to take the base

CMO_Clark:
$::find better cover behind some trees::

CO_Olbrun:
@::watches the drama with Cain and Sulla while moving back a little farther::

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Sir I've located a sniper approximately 5m away in a tree:

TACSirach:
$::thinks he sees source and fires::

XO_Louis:
$Tal: I recommend survival first... How do you want to attack that search party ahead?

Kris:
ACTION: A SMALL SCOUT DRONE FLOATS OUT FROM THE TREES AND SPINS AROUND, LOOKING FOR A TARGET.

ENGBishop:
$:: readies rifle ready for a fight::

CTO_Cain:
@::adjusts tricorder to drain energy from the arming mechanism::

CO_Olbrun:
@::groans, and falls back again, setting her feet firmly and taking aim at the drone::

SO_Sulla:
@::keeping an eye open for Jem'Hadar, rifle at full power::

CEO_Tal:
$Can we use the tricorder to disrupt it sensors?

TACSirach:
::thinks he sees Scout::

ENGBishop:
$:notices scout drone

TACSirach:
$::confirms his thought...fires::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: if it gets close to our team, fire

CO_Olbrun:
@::fires, and watches the drone plummet to the ground in an angry ball of fire::

Kris:
ACTION: OLBRUN'S SHOT HITS THE DRONE SQUARE AND IT FALLS TO THE GROUND, A SCORCHED REMINDER OF DEATH.

OPS_Rhian:
@::Looks at CO:: I though you were only here to observe?

CTO_Cain:
@::Ignores firing and drains energy from the explosive::

CSO_Paldn:
@Captain: good shot

CO_Olbrun:
@Rhian: Be that as it may, I'm not about to just go getting fried.

TACSirach:
$::stops firing::

CTO_Cain:
@::Pulls out arming mechanism:: Sulla: You can move now.

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:I've configured my Tricorder to disrupt another if needed:

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  Explosive disarmed sir.

XO_Louis:
$:: Nods at Tal to acknowledge the shot ::

OPS_Rhian:
@::All::They know were here...no need for stealth now.

CEO_Tal:
$FCO: Acknowledged.

SO_Sulla:
@Cain: move back and I will step off the wire

CSO_Paldn:
@All: move out

CTO_Cain:
@::moves back and pulls weapon::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she remains composed and takes out her padd again to jot down a few more notes::

CSO_Paldn:
@Cain: good work

OPS_Rhian:
@::moves to flank approaching Jem’Hadar::

CMO_Clark:
$::gets phaser ready::

CTO_Cain:
@Aye sir.

SO_Sulla:
@::moving towards nearest Jem'Hadar, rifle ready:: Cain:Thanks.

TACSirach:
$::still looking around::

CTO_Cain:
@Sulla:  Anytime.

CSO_Paldn:
@All: move out towards the outpost

CNS_Warke:
::looks around::

XO_Louis:
$Tal: I suggest we move on.

TACSirach:
$ Tal: all clear

CTO_Cain:
@::moves toward outpost::

SO_Sulla:
@::adjusting path to flank the J'H guards::

CEO_Tal:
$ALL:: Lets go. Sirach you have the lead.

OPS_Rhian:
@::up against tree...trying to get a shot::

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Sir my tricorder has picked up the other team a few hundred yards away:

CO_Olbrun:
@::makes another note, then goes towards the outpost...it looks vaguely familiar::

TACSirach:
$ ::continues moving toward outpost::

ENGBishop:
$::moves with group::

XO_Louis:
$:: Follows along scanning ::

CMO_Clark:
$::flanking Sirach's right side::

CNS_Warke:
$::follows along::

FCO_Vid:
$::moves along phaser ready::

CEO_Tal:
$FCO: Let try to evade them.

CSO_Paldn:
@All: take position and await the arrival of the other team

TACSirach:
$ ::keeping eye open with phaser armed::

OPS_Rhian:
@Paldn:  They will wait for us to come...we should split to draw them off.

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Aye:

SO_Sulla:
@::stops just out of visual range of J'H, looking for a covered approach to get within grenade range::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  I suggest when the other team gets here, we distract them with a frontal assault and then flank them.

CSO_Paldn:
@Rhian: we must remain together and not be divided

CEO_Tal:
$Sirach: Watch out for the Jem'Hadar ahead.

CMO_Clark:
$::wonders if we are really tracking Jem'Hadar or disguised Starfleet officers::

TACSirach:
$ Tal: believe me...I am

CSO_Paldn:
@Cain: yes a two pronged attack

CEO_Tal:
$:smiles::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  Yes sir.

FCO_Vid:
$::begins another sweep with tricorder::

CSO_Paldn:
@::waits for other unit to arrive::

CO_Olbrun:
@::leans up against a tree, rifle strap over her shoulder, continuing to take notes- this should make an excellent report::

SO_Sulla:
@::doing a low crawl, towards the J'H, just about in range for a grenade::

TACSirach:
$ Tal: shall we head toward the other group or the outpost?

CEO_Tal:
$Sirach: Toward the outpost.

CSO_Paldn:
@~~~Counselor, we are here (numbers)~~~

TACSirach:
$ Tal: aye ::continues walking low to the ground towards outpost...being very alert::

FCO_Vid:
$CEO:Sir Our other team is approaching the outpost as well::

CSO_Paldn:
@All: I have given the other team our co-ordinates telepathically

SO_Sulla:
@::stops at edge of grenade range, waiting to see what happens with the rest of the team(s), three grenades out and in front of me::

CNS_Warke:
$Tal:Paladine says they are here

CEO_Tal:
$Warke: Acknowledged

TACSirach:
$ ::hopes he isn't lost, but feels they are going the right way...checks PADD again::

SO_Sulla:
@::waiting::

TACSirach:
$ ::sees outpost up ahead:: Tal: approaching the outpost

FCO_Vid:
$::catches up to Tal::

XO_Louis:
$:: Follows but is curious about the leadership's decision ::

CSO_Paldn:
@~~~counselor, we can be a diversiom~~~

CNS_Warke:
$Tal:their 90 min N 35 min E

Kris:
ACTION: A RUSTLING IS SUDDENLY HEARD BEHIND THE TEAMS AS A LARGE NET RISES UP FROM THE FOLIAGE AND IS SHOT OVER THEIR HEADS BY SMALL CHARGES....THEY ARE ENGULFED IN NETTING.

CNS_Warke:
$Tal:do you want Paladine's team to be a diversion?

CSO_Paldn:
@All: knives

Kris:
ACTION: THE HOLOGRAPHIC JEM OFFICERS DISAPPEAR.

CTO_Cain:
@::pulls knife out and cuts::

CO_Olbrun:
@::pulling out her knife and slicing her way through the netting, forming a nice exit for herself::

FCO_Vid:
$::Reaches for knife and begins cutting away at net::

TACSirach:
::immediately pulls out knife and cuts his way out::

XO_Louis:
$:: Shakes head... seen it coming ::

TACSirach:
<$>

Sim_Op:
::strolling out and shaking head::

CEO_Tal:
$::pulls out knife::

TACSirach:
$ ::helps others get out::

CSO_Paldn:
@::knife cutting::

CNS_Warke:
::pulls out knife and begins to cut net::

Sim_Op:
Good grief...what are they teaching in the Academy these days?

Sim_Op:
::a bit smug::

OPS_Rhian:
@::struggles to sever the net:

ENGBishop:
$::cuts his way out::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  Sir, the Jem'Hadar are gone.

CEO_Tal:
$::cutting::

CMO_Clark:
$::crawls out after the others::

Sim_Op:
::shouting::  Alright...retract the net and help me with these guys!

CO_Olbrun:
@::glances over at the Sim Op and nods her head:: SimOps: Not enough about covert operations, apparently.

CNS_Warke:
::cuts way out::

TACSirach:
Tal: all Jem'Hadar gone...appears the simulation is over

CSO_Paldn:
@::stands::

FCO_Vid:
$Crawls out from under net::

Sim_Op:
ACTION: THE TRAINING OPERATORS HELP EXTRICATE THE TEAMS FROM THE NETTING.

SO_Sulla:
@::stands up after net is gone::

Sim_Op:
::rolling eyes and trying to keep the netting in one piece::

TACSirach:
::stands clear of netting...proud that he got out::

XO_Louis:
$:: Falls 2 meters to the ground out of the netting ::

OPS_Rhian:
@::brushing off dirt::

CTO_Cain:
@Sky:  Seems we all got caught sir.

CNS_Warke:
::stands up::

CSO_Paldn:
@Cain: unfortunately

Sim_Op:
Olbrun:  Captain:  You'll get another go at it as soon as we've reset the simulation...should take about 20 minutes.

CO_Olbrun:
::leans again a tree, watching the commotion and waiting to see what happens next- wraps up her report while she's waiting::

CEO_Tal:
$::moves away from netting::

FCO_Vid:
$::Wonders how THIS is going to look on my record::

CO_Olbrun:
::smiles:: SimOp: You sure you want to give this another whirl? I hate jumping out of shuttles.

SO_Sulla:
::shaking his head in disgust at being trapped::

CSO_Paldn:
Cain: well done with the mine :)

ENGBishop:
SimOp: Why would they send starship officers on a commando raid anyway?

TACSirach:
::hopes he did well, but unsure::

CTO_Cain:
Sky:  Thanks sir.

XO_Louis:
$:: Remembers fondly the Kobayashi Maru ::

TACSirach:
::gathers stuff...walks over to Vid::

Sim_Op:
::directing the sim crew to pack up the netting for the next unwary teams::

TACSirach:
Vid: How is the arm?

OPS_Rhian:
::analyzing recent events::

CNS_Warke:
::not sure how she did::

TACSirach:
::feels he might be paranoid about nets for life now::

CO_Olbrun:
::makes certain that she has everything, and prepares to beam back to the ship::

CTO_Cain:
::packs up gear::

CMO_Clark:
::still in a daze::

SO_Sulla:
::walking to Sky::

ENGBishop:
::hopes failure isn’t blamed on him somehow::

FCO_Vid:
$Sirach:Much better since the Dr. looked at it:

Sim_Op:
::grinning at Olbrun::  You should've seen the last bunch...they actually ate before they jumped.

CSO_Paldn:
All: we functioned well as a unit, I had hoped to overrun the place with both teams

OPS_Rhian:
::powers down weapon::

TACSirach:
Vid: How did the splint hold?

FCO_Vid:
$::puts phaser away::

CO_Olbrun:
::she winces:: Sim: Oh dear....well, at least that was one mistake that wasn't made.

XO_Louis:
Crew: Gather all gear. Lets get back to the ship.

CEO_Tal:
ALL: Everyone did a good job.

FCO_Vid:
$Sirach:Just fine you did well:

CO_Olbrun:
::she taps her commbadge, and requests a beam out, which is acknowledged and carried out pronto::

CTO_Cain:
::ready for beaming back to 'home'::

FCO_Vid:
XO:Aye sir:

Sim_Op:
ACTION: THE GANYMEDE'S BELEAGURED OFFICERS BEAM BACK TO THE SHIP.

SO_Sulla:
Cain: thanks for the help with the mine--it's been too long since I have done this kind of stuff.

TACSirach:
Vid: Thank you...I took a lot of med classes in the Academy...but decided I didn't want to be a Med Officer after all

OPS_Rhian:
::appears on transporter pad::

XO_Louis (Sound - Transporter.wav):
:: Shimmers ::

CTO_Cain:
Sulla:  Anytime.

TACSirach:
::appears on transporter pad....was not prepared for the transporter::

ENGBishop:
::glad to be back on the ship::

FCO_Vid:
::appears on TR pad::

CO_Olbrun:
::arrives on the Ganymede, and heads for her quarters, knowing she's not due on the bridge for a bit yet.::

CEO_Tal:
::appears on transporter pad::

XO_Louis:
:: Returns to the bridge and begins to make notes on the performance of the crew. Positive notations all around ::

CSO_Paldn:
::changes in quarters::

Sim_Op:
::thinking::  t

TACSirach:
Vid: are you on duty?

OPS_Rhian:
::returns weapons to the armory::

CTO_Cain:
::heads toward quarters to get something to eat::

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:would you like to have that appointment now?

CMO_Clark:
TAC: What was your previous assignment?

FCO_Vid:
Sirach:Not sure:

TACSirach:
Warke: No...I think I'll go to the bridge now

TACSirach:
Vid: well...see ya later

CSO_Paldn:
::returns gear to quarter master::

Sim_Op:
@  ::muttering:: They were better than the last three groups old Hazbin sent down here.  I hope he finally found a team that can handle that mission...whatever it is....

FCO_Vid:
XO:Sir shall I report to the bridge?:

ENGBishop:
::heads back to quarters and falls on his bed exhausted::

CTO_Cain:
Warke:  I'll set up an appointment for my exam counselor.

TACSirach:
CMO: This is my first assignment out of the Academy...however I was almost a Med officer until I switched over to TAC

CO_Olbrun:
::starts to write out her report...she might be harsh, but she won't coddle anyone::

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:k ::heads to her office because she has quite a few appointments to catch up on::

CSO_Paldn:
::changes into uniform::

CMO_Clark:
TAC: When did you finish your training?

CEO_Tal:
::heads to quarters::

FCO_Vid:
::heads to quarters::

TACSirach:
CMO: at the academy? a couple months ago or so

CSO_Paldn:
::heads to bridge::

CTO_Cain:
::In quarters replicates a pasta dinner::

CO_Olbrun:
::sits down at her desk:: Computer: Please call up Olbrun music file one, and play.

TACSirach:
CMO: I'm heading to the bridge...would you like to continue this conversation on the TB?

ENGBishop:
::removes arm and gets ready to shower::

CNS_Warke:
CMO:I have to give you the psyche exam

XO_Louis:
:: On bridge reviewing the simm ::

FCO_Vid:
CMO:do you need to look at my arm further?:

CMO_Clark:
TAC: Sure

TACSirach:
::heads to bridge in crazy training uniform::

CO_Olbrun:
::"Missionary Man" by the Eurythmics fills the space of her quarters::

TACSirach:
::enters TB:: CMO: This your first ship assignment?

Sim_Op:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>


